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Music therapy

Music therapy offers children individualised opportunities for communication
and interaction in a way that best matches their own needs, engaging them
in a creative musical co-activity. This process enables children with learning
difficulties, autism or social, emotional and behavioural difficulties to sustain
engagement, communicate and build social contacts.
The therapist is employed by national music therapy charity Nordoff Robbins
(https://www.nordoff-robbins.org.uk) and currently delivers the service at
Oakdale School for one day per week (Fridays).
Children from all age groups are referred through liaison between the music
therapist, class teachers and school senior management. The music therapist
works mainly in a designated room with children who are considered 'hardest
to reach' in terms of communication. Most referrals are therefore from pupil
progress meeting reviews/classes which have a focus on children with
profound and multiple learning disabilities or autism.
Aims and objectives
Music therapy sessions, whether group or individual will be tailored to work
towards the unique aims and objectives that have been developed by myself
and wider staff team for each person involved. Overall my work at Oakdale
has been focused on facilitating;
-

Opportunities for students to develop interaction skills such as listening and
turn-taking
Opportunities for non-verbal communication
The experience of being part of a group and participating in a shared activity
Experiences of choice and control
Experiences of cause and effect
Experiences of independence
Experiences of success, achievement and increased self-confidence
The way that these goals are achieved are different for each child attending
music therapy as the process that unfolds in the work will be unique to them,
tailored to their own pace, preferences and responses that develop along the
way. Ultimately music therapy is about establishing support children to find
contact and connection through musical experience whilst really celebrating
and rejoicing in what they can do.
From 1st Sept 2018 – 31st July 2019, the music therapist worked regularly
(i.e. at least 5 sessions during the year) with 13 children from 6 classes in
either individual or small group sessions. Sessions have also included class
sessions with Goldfinch, Nightingale and Owl class. The range of formats
offered through music therapy enables children to explore non-verbal
interactions with staff and other children.
In addition, the therapist supported ‘whole school’ events during the year
(e.g. at Christmas), flexibly providing live improvised music to help build a
sense of community and shared experience between children from different
parts of the school.
Sessions are recorded by video, enabling the music therapist to share
significant developments with class teachers and, where possible, with
parents/carers (e.g. at Parents’ Evenings or sending directly home on DVDs).
This provides opportunities to build on progress made in music therapy
sessions and integrate new musical forms of interaction with the children
into the class and home environments.
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16 personal reports were completed for the individual sessions offered to
support showing progress.
Some observations/achievements include:
“Music therapy offers Child A an accessible and enjoyable means to
developing social and communication skills such as listening and responding,
whilst providing her the freedom and opportunity to express herself freely
within a musical context.”
“Staff sign throughout the session and as our work has progressed, I have
noticed a remarkable increase in the number of signs that Child B is doing
herself along to these songs which by now, may well have become familiar to
her. Child B is able to wait for her turn within the group and when offered an
instrument she plays with enthusiastic vitality – using her whole body to hit
the drum or strum the guitar. She will often look at me and wait until she
knows she has my full attention and then make a great big gesture as she
plays, smiling and responding with movement as I copy this gesture back to
her! This has become a lovely way for us to interact and share understanding
and meaning together.”
“As our sessions have progressed Child C has gained confidence in interacting
musically – through both instrumental playing and using her voice. We have
shared several very heartwarming vocal exchanges, where we both take turns
to sing (improvised) a short vocal phrase.”
“Child D also particularly seems to enjoy watching her peers taking part in the
session and she demonstrates a lovely awareness of what is happening with
the rest of the group after she has had her turn.”
“In our 1:1 sessions I have focused more on accompanying Child E’s
movements and vocalisations and trying to place them within a musical
framework. The style of music which (so far) most effectively seems to
capture the energy and quality of her movements is a tango! This style works
quite nicely to punctuate her movements, turning them into a dance with
vocalisations.”
In addition, class staff regularly support sessions, enabling observation of the
children and learning which can be taken back to class settings. Where
appropriate, the music therapist liaises with other visiting staff working with
the same children (e.g. speech and language therapists).
Staff continue to note that after attending music therapy sessions, children
are often more responsive to auditory cues, have improved attention spans
and are more alert. Music therapy offers children an alternative way of
expressing themselves which complements the ongoing work in classroom
settings, helping them to develop creativity, self-confidence and
independence, as well as communication skills including turn-taking, waiting,
listening and anticipation.

Dance

Lesson observations indicate that 43% of teaching was outstanding by
Summer term 2019, 29% good with elements of outstanding and 21%
teaching was good.
6 out of 13 classes have had opportunities to work with the SLA Dance/Sports
coach. Records from monitoring, inclusion reports and annual review reports
have continued to see progress in physical and/or interaction and
engagement with peers. The SLA dance/sports coach and PE teacher
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continue to work closely together to produce tracking sheets to improve
provision and a more detailed way to track dance.
The pupils have continued to develop personal, social and emotional
development skills as a result of working with their inclusion friends and SLA
dance/Sports coach. Skills have continued to develop and include skills such
as turn taking, working with a friend and developing skills by copying the
modelling of peers.
The SLA joined a PMLD lunchtime club to promote dance/movement. This
opportunity gave our most physically complex needs pupils to have additional
opportunities to respond positively to dance and develop further
communication and interaction skills.

School sports co-ordinator

Hawthorns and other local schools attended our dance festival. This saw
numerous opportunities to learn dances, as well as to perform to an
audience. Confidence with this skill is continuing growing.
Improved physical and social and health and mental wellbeing through
enjoyment and relaxation.
Oakdale School are very proud to have been nominated for the 'Dedication to
PE and School Sport' Award and the Bronze School Sports Award.
The nomination for PE and School Sport is in recognition of all the
opportunities that Oakdale pupils have been given In School PE and Sport .
Oakdale pupils experience a range of leisure and sport activities such as:
swimming, Rebound and Hydro Therapy , cycling, football , dance and table
cricket competitions, and also experience exciting and challenging PE lessons.
The Bronze School Games Mark award has been given to our school as a
reward for our commitment in the development of PE and competition
across our school and into the community 2018/19. Thank you to all our
staff at Oakdale school for all your hard work and dedication towards making
PE and school sport an important part of our students lives.
2018 2019 data % of pupils could swim 25m
14 Yr 6 pupils pupils were water confident
4 pupils could not access swimming due to their complex needs but they
accessed Hydrotherapy sessions in school.
So from the 10 pupils that accessed swimming 28% achieved 25m.
Wheelchair swing club
3 classes accessed the wheelchair swing all year around. A number of photos
were sent home via class DOJO and mentioned in the governor reports.
PMLD Dance club
We continued with the PMLD dance with Dance SLA. (See above)
Students really enjoyed PE sessions that were well planned and structured
and had 2 teachers working with students in PE lessons. (PE Teacher and
Class teacher) This meant that students were taught in ability groups and
lessons had greater focus for individual pupils. We have observed that our
teaching over the year has improved- Autumn 2018 43% teaching is
outstanding and 21% is good with outstanding features to Summer 2019 43%
teaching is outstanding and 29% of teaching is good with outstanding
features.
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Access to learning teams
-inclusion
-tube feeding
EYO and family support

An average of 8 pupils a week for 30 weeks have been cycling across the ASC
and SLD Cohorts. There have been a large number of observations / photos
of pupils cycling and responding positively to support physical development
needs during rebound therapy , (see rebound therapy and children’s
work/observation files)
The feeding team have continued to support children with providing hand
massage as part of their support. The continued impact of this has meant
that during feeding times children have been far more engaged with purpose
with the member of staff supporting them and the activity has enabled
children to be ready for learning and accessing resources, as their hands have
been open and ready to independently access or accept hand over hand
support.
Transition into and out of Oakdale continues to be of a high standard and our
progress data reflects this for the children. Improvements were seen from
Autumn term progress to Summer term. Whole school - 74% of children
made expected to exceeding in Autumn term and then 96% made expected
to exceeded in Summer term.
The ASC Accreditation team in Feb 2017 referred to our transition practices.
The practices and impact remain a key priority of provision for our children
during 18-19. “The Transition and Inclusion Team provide well documented
and knowledgeable guidance to teachers and training to families and carers
of autistic pupils in order to promote consistent approaches and positive
experiences, during times of transition to school and within school. The
Transition and Inclusion Team’s good links with families enables them to be
particularly helpful if transition to school is not going well. The team arrange
weekly inclusive activities for a number of children in the four focus classes.
These include opportunities to socialise and/or ‘play’ alongside mainstream
peers often in Oakdale Nursery or at one of the local Primary Schools.”
This team also help children transition to the early year’s class at Oakdale.
The preparation includes familiarisation visits and help for families in
preparing schedules and symbols. It is reported that this has enabled pupils
to quickly settle into the school routine.
The EYO team have supported additional learning and opportunities for
children in Year 5 and 6 that are finding transition into high school difficult.
The team have supported small groups or individuals to join children at
Cromwell for sessions or run session’s based at Cromwell to support reengagement into Oakdale and support future placements or to support
transition into Year 6 at Cromwell. This observed huge improvements in wellbeing and reportedly received positive feedback from parents to share that
there child settled into their new school extremely well. Parents have valued
the support for their children and to help their own anxiety at this difficult
time. We have received feedback from Cromwell to confirm that our children
were high school ready and sharing that they feel lucky to have a feeder
school like Oakdale.
During each half term they also facilitate Stay and Play afternoons for Early
Years classes. These sessions are valued and very popular allowing parents to
learn strategies alongside their child. The sessions also observe inter
professional working and support for each other as well as families.
The come and see sessions for PVIs and stay and play sessions for parents
and children in the community have supported skills for the provision offered
in PVIs and skill sets of parents. Some of the PVIS and parents we have
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supported have been offered a place at Oakdale through the EHCP process.
The professional relationships with the practitioners at the PVIS and the
relationships with parents have really supported transition and knowledge of
the children.
The inclusion opportunities for classes during Golden time have been
extremely beneficially for the children. Whole school -92% of pupils made
good to outstanding progress for teacher judgement for observations of
outcomes.
Technical instructor

The technical instructor has ensured that children that have needed support
for their physical, OT and seating needs. The TI has supported individual
children that are looked after to access more opportunities for developing
physical needs by creating risk assessments for use of a wiggle car that has
greatly increased the physical development of the child exceeding milestones
and requiring updates of his physio programme. The TI has also supported
certain children to have more mobility time using equipment such as pacers
and walkers. This year the TI specifically supported a child that is looked after
to access the hydro pool to develop further swimming skills, due to limited
access to the swimming opportunities with the rest of school. This saw
weekly successful opportunities of the child calmly accessing the pool and
developing early swim skills in the pool. The opportunities always supported
his freedom of movement needs and ensured improved readiness to learn for
the afternoon.

Tameside Music School

The music service has given the children a clear love and interest in music.
This has been shown through the engagement in sessions observed during
walkthroughs. The songs and strategies that the music teacher uses has
supported music lessons within different classes across school. This has in
turn supported further engagement and learning in other sessions, as well as
an increase in attention during session. Whole school - 54% of pupils made
outstanding progress overall by Summer term, an increase of 12% from
Spring Term.

OT

The SLA OT support was re-introduced during the Summer term.
This observed the positive opportunity for reviewing information for the
sensory processing room, and the sorts of activities/pieces of equipment that
could best support individual needs. The support also reviewed the basic
sensory processing checklist and sensory processing room 'log' that teachers
and classes are beginning to use to try and identify potential sensory
processing areas of need and the effectiveness/impact of activities trialled
within the sensory processing room to help try and support these. The SLA
OT continued to support and advice with AHT ASC Accreditation lead on the
Sensory processing area. The impact of this continuingly developing
environment significantly supports the majority of our children. The
readiness to learn progress of our children is developing well. Whole school 92% of pupils made good to outstanding progress for readiness for learning
by Summer term 2019, an improvement of 22% from Autumn term 2018.
CLA - READINESS FOR LEARNING
EXCEEDED
2
50%
EXPECTED
2
50%
EMERGING
0
0%
REQUIRES INTERVENTIONS
FSM – READINESS FOR LEARNING

0

0%
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FSM
EXCEEDED
EXPECTED
EMERGING
RI

Non FSM
36%
39%
60%
51%
4%
7%
0%
3%

The SLA OT has supported the ASC AHT to create a rationale for sensory
processing evidence gathering and assessment systems to support staff and
children. This will ensure they are recording observations, embedding
provision and reviewing regularly. The after a period of time if difficulties
remain for children after a wealth of provision and review, we have enough
evidence to support the costly formal sensory processing assessment by an
OT .
The SLA OT continued to review class provision and provided advice guides
that supports the needs of all children in the class. The impact within classes
was improved engagement and the improved length and focus of
engagement for our children. See walkthrough observations.

SLA SALT

The OT has been invaluable in supporting communication assessments. The
impact of the communication assessments ensured that preverbal children
have had a voice during their learning and to be able to make their wants and
needs know and are clearly differentiated.
The training and support of provision within class and in its early stages the
sensory processing area is having a significant impact for the children along
with increased competencies and use of communication strategies and is
reducing negative behaviours and encouraging more functional and
consistent communication is in turn ensuring a better rate of progress for our
children.
The SLA SALT has continued to lead therapy sessions with groups/individuals
such as Snap and Core and specific SALT sessions for pronunciation or use of
colourful semantics. The impact of these therapy sessions have supported
the children well, because staff that have supported the children and have
seen the modelling by the speech therapist. The SLA SALT has worked with 5
classes over the year and has worked with at least 20 children. Some of
these sessions have included home visits and supporting multiagency
meetings to ensure multiagency working.
Here are some examples of one classes achievements from terms worth of
input, which including modelling to all staff so this work could be continued.
Child A (LAC)– achieved SVO target, Needs generalisation to classroom.
Starting to stammer with increased demand. give him lots of time & let him
use signs/symbols if easier.
Child B (PPG)– achieved well beyond vocab target, ready for SVO
Child C (PPG)- able to build SVO symbol sentence- ongoing with SVO to say
more confidently
Child D (PPG)– struggling with SVO, needs focus on verbs,
support with ‘wait & think’ prompts before answering, reduced materials to
avoid distractions
Child A (LAC) - 3 word level 60% success- ongoing
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Child B (PPG) 2 word level approx. 75% - ready for 3 word level
Child E - word level 75%, ready for 3 word level
Child F (PPG)- 2 word level 70%, check 3 word level
The skills have then been able to use in class to support learning or play and
have been observed using in class. The SLA SALT has monitored and
supported class teams with new therapy programmes, as well as delivering
staff training that was attended voluntarily by a range of staff including
teaching assistants. This has seen an increase in staff confidence, skill set and
knowledge supporting children’s progress. The modelling of the SALT targets,
which are generally embedded into the IEPs for most/all children allowed
staff to improve skills sets, but more importantly saw more children meeting
IEP targets. Whole school - 87% good-outstanding progress for IEPs and 95%
of children making expected to exceeding in relation to their PIVAT progress.
CLA - PIVATS
EXCEEDED
3
100%
EXPECTED
0
0%
EMERGING
0
0%
REQUIRES INTERVENTIONS

0

0%

FSM – PIVATS

Leading teacher on
communication

FSM Non FSM
EXCEEDED
80%
81%
EXPECTED
15%
14%
EMERGING
0%
0%
RI
5%
5%
The multiagency approach has continued to be extremely beneficial for our
children. Supporting some of our children that are looked after to share best
practice between school, key workers at home and with parents. Individual
PEP meetings record information and personal impact.
The reports are used to support all stakeholders for the child to streamline
strategies, impacting on improving communication skills. The strategies and
approach from communication assessments are generally embedded into the
IEPs for most/all children allowed staff to improve skills sets, but more
importantly saw more children meeting IEP targets. Whole school 92% goodoutstanding progress for IEPs 18-19
We have used PPG money to purchase specific communication aids and
fixings to support access and communication for the children.

ICT technician

ICT technician has supported the development of the Team site to ensure
pupils work, resources to support teaching and learning and so on are easily
accessible to support teaching and learning.
ICT is continuing to be increasingly used to support the capture of
data/observations of learning. During 18-19 more classes have adapted to
using the ipads for videoing and taking of photos and recording an electronic
observation. The use of observations at our school heavily impacts on
planning the next steps for our children, as well as recording the significant
steps of progress that our children make. There is a huge increase of staff
including teaching assistants that ae using the ipads to supporting further
recording of learning. There is a whole school increase of 18% of progress
from Autumn term to summer term for children making expected to
exceeding progress for responses to DLOs. It is imperative for staff to make
these judgements that there are written observations to support this.
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CLA -RESPONSES TO DLOS
EXCEEDED
2
50%
EXPECTED
1
25%
EMERGING
1
25%
REQUIRES INTERVENTIONS

0

0%

FSM – RESPONSES TO DLOS
FSM Non FSM
EXCEEDED
45%
36%
EXPECTED
43%
57%
EMERGING
12%
4%
RI
0%
3%
ICT technician has supported the use of technology in the delivery of
departmental and whole school events – ensuring greater access for a wide
range of children
ICT technician has been imperative in setting up and working with SLA SALT
and PMLD AHT to ensure that the use of new ICT equipment and
programmes are in place for children, such as Snap and Core, and Team
viewer.

cycling

Varied costs to be
identified

ICT technician has continued to support families to set up resources to use at
home to continue working on skills at home.
Some children have flourished with physical skills from this opportunity and
some have learnt to be able to ride a bike. The confidence they have shown
has impacted into the playground and classroom social/play/learning
opportunities.
An average of 8 pupils a week for 30 weeks have been cycling across the ASC
and SLD Cohorts.
The individual spending has supported specific targets set during their
IEPS/PEP targets. For example purchasing more communication
aids/support/apps on ipads and equipment for supporting physical needs.
Whole school - 87% of children achieved expected to exceeding progress for
IEPs over the year 18-19.
LAC - IEPs
EXCEEDED
3
75%
EXPECTED
1
25%
EMERGING
0
0%
REQUIRES INTERVENTIONS
FSM – IEPS
IEP'S
FSM Non FSM
EXCEEDED
79%
62%
EXPECTED
17%
20%
EMERGING
4%
14%
RI
0%
4%
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Progress data analysis summary for FSM
EXCEEDED

PIVATS
IEP'S
RESPONSES TO OUTCOMES
READINESS FOR LEARNING
OVERALL TERMLY PROGRESS

EXPECTED

EMERGING

REQUIRES
INTERVENTION

FSM

NON
FSM

FSM

NON
FSM

FSM

NON
FSM

FSM

NON
FSM

80%
79%
45%
36%
69%

81%
62%
36%
39%
64%

15%
17%
43%
60%
31%

14%
20%
57%
51%
31%

0%
4%
12%
4%
0%

0%
14%
4%
7%
4%

5%
0%
0%
0%
0%

5%
4%
3%
3%
1%

SUMMER TERM 2019 DATA ANALYSIS SUMMARY

SUMMER TERM 2019 DATA ANALYSIS SUMMARY
FSM v NON FSM
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

PIVATS

IEP'S

RESPONS
ES TO
OUTCOME
S
READINES
S FOR
LEARNING
OVERALL
TERMLY
PROGRES
S

FSM

NON FSM

FSM

EXCEEDED

NON FSM

EXPECTED

FSM

NON FSM

EMERGING

FSM

NON FSM

REQUIRES
INTERVENTION

Progress data analysis summary for Children that are looked after.
PIVATS
EXCEEDED
EXPECTED
EMERGING
REQUIRES
INTERVENTIONS

4
0
0

100%
0%
0%

0

0%

EXCEEDED
EXPECTED
EMERGING

3
1
0

75%
25%
0%

REQUIRES
INTERVENTIONS

0

0%

IEPs
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RESPONSES TO DLOS
(Observations)
EXCEEDED
2
50%
EXPECTED
1
25%
EMERGING
1
25%
REQUIRES
0
0%
INTERVENTIONS
READINESS FOR LEARNING
(Behaviour)
EXCEEDED
2
50%
EXPECTED
2
50%
EMERGING
0
0%
REQUIRES
0
0%
INTERVENTIONS
OVERALL TERMLY PROGRESS
EXCEEDED
3
75%
EXPECTED
1
25%
EMERGING
0
0%
REQUIRES
0
0%
INTERVENTIONS

